COMMUNICATION

TWR/CTAF . . . 119.6
GND CON . . . 121.7
ATIS (AWOS-3P) 127.15
(920) 832-2597
UNICOM . . . . 122.95
APP/DEP . . . . 126.3

NAVIGATION

Elevation . . . . 918'

FUEL: 100LL, Jet A1+, MOGAS

TPA . . . . . . 1918'

VOR to Field:
111.8 OSH 004° /16 NM

SERVICES

• Attended continuously.
• Birds and migratory waterfowl on and in vicinity of airport.

STAMP LOCATION
Platinum Flight Center:
Main Desk

44° 15’N – 88° 31’W

Appleton (ATW)

FLY WISCONSIN
AIRPORT PASSPORT PROGRAM